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S o m e  prob lem s  related to i terative methods  in e o n f o r m a l  

mapping  

By II~GEMAR LIND 

Introduction 

A. The conformal mapping  problem for domains of connect ivi ty  greater than  one 
has been a t tacked in several ways. The desired mapping  function can sometimes be 
found as the solution of an  extremal  problem or of an integral equat ion or its existence 
m a y  in certain cases be proved by  means of the method  of continuity.  Another  
method,  sometimes called the /unction-theoretical iteration process, is to  express the 
mapping function F(z) as a composition of functions {/n}7: 

~ ( Z ) =  /n(/n-l( . . .  (/I (Z)) .-.)); 
(A1) 

F(z) = lim F~ (z), 
n - - ~  oo  

where t h e / n  (determined in some way, e.g. see Hiibner below) are meromorphic  and 
univalent  in certain simply connected domains. An  advantage  of this method  is tha t  
it connects the theoretical and  the constructive questions about  the mapping.  

Hiibner ([10] pp. 43-55) has constructed a process--the general iteration process-- 
by  means of which every funct ion F(z) con_formally mapping one domain onto a 
domain with analytic boundary  can be expressed according to (A1). Thus, theore- 
tically several of the well-known canonical mappings can be expressed in this way.  
However,  the determinat ion of /n ,  n = 1, 2 .. . . .  as a rule requires knowledge of F(z) 
itself and thus the process from a constructive point  of view has little interest. 
But  there exist exceptions, namely  the circular ring mapping  and the mapping  onto 
the lemniscate domain, studied earlier by  Walsh, Grunsky  and Landau.  

A detailed account  of the problems referred to in this section and  the following is 
found in [3] pp. 208-240. 

B. A straightforward a t t empt  to use the function-theoretical  i teration process is 
sketched below. For  brevi ty  we call it the iterative process. Here the determinat ion 
of the funct ions/~ causes no trouble bu t  on the other  hand  the convergence question 
is more intricate. 

Let  D be a domain  of connect ivi ty  k >~2 on the z-sphere with the cont inua C~ (~ 
v = 1, 2 . . . . .  k, as boundary  components.  Let  D (n) = Fn(D) (F,~ to be determined later) 
have boundary  components  C~ (n) corresponding to C~ (~ v = 1, 2 .. . . .  k. I t  is required 
to find F(z), eventual ly restricted by  some normalizat ion conditions, conformally 
mapping D onto a domain ~ so tha t  C~ (~ corresponds to L~, v = 1, 2 .. . . .  k. Here L~ 
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